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Have you ever walked into the sales office for a new housing development that is under construction? You’re probably there for the opportunity to be the first in and possibly cash in—in the long term.

Picture this …

You are standing in a construction trailer looking outside at mountains of dirt, yet somehow you have an absolute vision of this neighborhood.

How is that possible when all you’re looking at is dirt?

The architectural process—that’s how.

You’ve studied their architectural renderings (drawings). These images helped paint a picture of what life will look (and possibly feel like) in this place. As a matter of fact, these renderings are so meticulously done they have cars and people in them.

Here’s the trick …

The architect creates this “vision” at the beginning of the process. She partners with the developer, and together, they paint a vivid picture of their project and use it as a tool to align the staff, vendors, sales team and community.

Once you know what the end-game looks like, then, you can work backwards. There is no point getting estimates for a shingled roof when the design calls for metal. Sadly, I see folks obtaining estimates for a ton of stuff they don’t need. Why? Because they don’t know any better. And because they don’t have a clear goal-driven direction.

Being “busy” ≠ productive.

Think of your early career and beyond through the eyes of an architect. Create the rendering first—outline what you want your life to look and feel like in 10 years. Think about your third job after graduation—what do you envision?
Now ... design your work experience to give you the relationships, knowledge, experience, and skills to help you fulfill this vision. Be mindful and intentional about where you spend your time—treat time as your most valuable resource (because it is). Volunteer for projects that will help you build skills and join organizations that will enable your success.

Just remember this ... being busy is nothing more than pushing papers and living life on a hamster wheel. What’s your intention? Be productive and intentional ... which starts with your vision. Then build.

Fight on,

Ryan
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